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Brazil’s far-right president, Jair Bolsonaro, who
addressed Davos earlier yesterday.

More surprisingly, Pompeo pointed to the 2017 elec-
tion in France of President Emmanuel Macron - a politi-
cal centrist who broke out of the party system but who
recently has been beleaguered by protests from the
Yellow Vest movement which says he is out of touch
with ordinary people’s economic anxieties. Pompeo
also listed as an example of the world’s new directions
last year’s electoral comeback of Malaysian Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohamad after corruption allega-
tions against his predecessor.

Pompeo, responding to a question in Davos,
acknowledged that Trump’s criticism of international
institutions has ruffled feathers, although he denied
that the United States has become more isolated. “It is
the case that sometimes leadership and asking hard
questions drives others to be a little concerned.
Perhaps they’re not quite ready to stare these prob-
lems in the face,” Pompeo said. “But we are - President
Trump is. We know that these challenges must be con-
fronted,” he said.

Earlier, Bolsonaro touted a “new Brazil” in a speech,
vowing an investment-friendly agenda and attacking
leftwing politics in Latin America. The new leader of the
region’s biggest economy gave the keynote address at
this year’s WEF, where warnings are mounting of the
dangers of a growth slowdown, yawning inequality and
disastrous climate change. Trump along with the lead-
ers of France, Britain and Zimbabwe have stayed away
from the Swiss ski resort as they fight political fires
back home.

Like Trump, Bolsonaro surfed a populist wave to ride
to power, vowing an end to rampant corruption and a
restoration of law and order in Brazil. But staging his
first foreign trip as president, Bolsonaro has left behind
a scandal about suspicious payments involving his
politician son Flavio Bolsonaro, who denies any wrong-
doing. Focusing instead on a pro-business message at
the WEF, Bolsonaro told his well-heeled audience that
he was determined to open up Brazil’s economy, slash
red tape and lower taxes. “I want to introduce to all of
you the new Brazil we are building,” he said. “We are

committed to changing our history.”
Addressing civil society’s deep concerns over his

authoritarian leanings, Bolsonaro said “true human
rights” were safe under his government as it would pro-
tect the right to life and safety of property. In a nod to
Venezuela and other regional hotbeds of socialism, he
also said the left wing would “not prevail” in Latin
America. And he insisted the natural environment was
also safe, despite fears that the new government will
open up the Amazon rainforest further to agribusiness
and loggers.

The reaction to the speech was muted, with Davos-
goers saying there was little to go by in the leader’s
short and sometimes stilted address. “He’s obviously
very green from a policy point of view but maybe he
won’t be corrupt which would be such an improve-
ment,” Harvard professor Kenneth Rogoff, a former
IMF chief economist, told AFP after the speech. While
Bolsonaro’s promises on investment and deregulation
have wowed the Brazilian stock market, he has also tak-
en a page from the Trump playbook in bashing China.

Greenpeace executive director Jennifer Morgan said
Bolsonaro should not have been afforded the “presti-
gious platform” of the WEF in Davos, “because I think
it just buttresses the type of approach that he is tak-
ing”. It was up to the company bosses present in Davos
to push back and “actually prioritize the Amazon and
reducing deforestation over their short-term business
interest”, she told AFP, “because the Amazon is a fun-
damental part of how the whole planet works”. 

However, a new analysis by the World Resources
Institute said the world is on course to miss its “best
chance” of preventing runaway climate change, by
ensuring global greenhouse gas emissions peak in
2020. The WEF week features an eclectic lineup of
discussions devoted to issues such as mindful parent-
ing in the digital age, chronic loneliness and harnessing
artificial intelligence without destroying jobs. It is
drawing some 3,000 political and business figures,
including 65 government leaders from Germany, Israel
and elsewhere. 

Trump pulled out of Davos because of the partial US
government shutdown and then yanked his entire dele-
gation, removing any prospect of trade peacemaking in
the Alps with Chinese Vice President Wang Qishan.
While economic growth is slowing, aid charity Oxfam
warned the Davos elite that inequality around the world
most certainly is not. The wealth of the world’s 26 rich-
est people is now equivalent to that of the poorest half
of humanity, Oxfam said, warning that such an imbal-
ance was stoking popular anger and undermining
democracies around the world. — Agencies 
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Adasani said he was following some financial intelli-
gence about a former lawmaker who had reportedly
accepted bribes from the government, adding that he
should be referred to the public prosecution and that
his case should not be shelved. In the budget
announcement on Monday, Hajraf projected revenues
of KD 16.4 billion, including KD 14.5 billion in oil
income, and expenditure of KD 22.5 billion. The new
budget starts on April 1 and must be approved by the

National Assembly before it becomes effective.
Meanwhile, former MP Abdullah Al-Turaiji is due to

appear before the public prosecution today to testify in
the Dow Chemical case in which Kuwait paid over $2
billion in fines for unilaterally revoking a multibillion-
dollar joint venture with the giant US firm. Turaiji is tes-
tifying because he was the head of the National
Assembly’s public funds protection committee which
investigated the Dow Chemical saga. The case was first
shelved by the public prosecution but the criminal
court a few weeks ago ordered it to reopen investiga-
tions into the controversial case.

MP Thamer Al-Suwait yesterday submitted a draft
law calling to raise child allowance for Kuwaitis from
KD 50 to KD 75 monthly. The lawmaker said the
proposed hike comes to meet the rising cost of living
and high inflation, adding that the last raise was
made in 1992.

MP threatens 
to grill Hajraf... 
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“If the relationship comes back to normal and all
problems are resolved, we would be more than happy
to help the Qataris.” Romaithi is challenging Sheikh
Salman bin Ebrahim Al-Khalifa, a member of Bahrain’s
ruling family, for the presidency of the Asian Football
Confederation and said that if he won he would back
Qatar’s hosting of the 2022 World Cup.

The boycott has had an impact on the UAE’s ongo-
ing hosting of the AFC’s showpiece tournament, the
Asian Cup, with only small numbers of Qatari journal-
ists and almost no fans supporting the national team.
Qataris, who previously travelled freely between the
countries, have been banned from the UAE unless they
receive a special permit. Romaithi said the almost com-
plete absence of Qataris from the tournament was

because few had applied for such permission. “I assure
you we have no problem receiving any Qatari who will
go through the proper channel,” said the former Abu
Dhabi police chief. The Qatar FA could not immediate-
ly be reached for comment.

Under AFC rules, candidates for the presidency are
not allowed to campaign for the April 6 election during
the Asian Cup but Romaithi made it clear what his
main platform would be. “One short statement:
Improving the level of football in Asia,” he said. “That
has to have a lot of tools but I know where I’d start. I
can’t say (exactly) because I don’t want to violate the
rules but any president needs to improve the level of
football in Asia, not just in the rich countries but all
over the region.”

A pacy winger in his youth, the 54-year-old said he
wanted to see more of the sort of sponsorship money
that has been flooding into FIFA’s coffers from Asian
companies remain in the continent. “We want to bring
some of this money to Asia - China, Japan, South Korea,
UAE and Saudi Arabia have giant companies that can
go into the AFC and sponsor,” he said. “I was always
good with money, even when I worked here, I got a lot
of money for our FA. Money is important.” — Reuters 
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Police later yesterday suspended the search, warning
that survival chances were “slim” if the aircraft landed
on water. Meanwhile, one of the rescuers searching for
the missing plane admitted they were “fearing the
worst”. “Sadly we are fearing the worst...the sea tem-
perature is so cold at the moment,” John Fitzgerald,
Chief Officer of Channel Islands Air Search, told AFP.
“If it came down as an uncontrolled landing, the plane
would’ve broken up, in which case there is no hope,”
said Fitzgerald, whose volunteer-staffed company
assists British and French coastguards.

Sala’s father, Horacio, earlier told Argentine televi-
sion station C5N he was “distraught” at the news,
which he discovered from press reports. “I don’t know
anything, I haven’t had any information. I can’t believe
it, it’s incredible,” he said. “I’m distraught. Hopefully
everything will be OK.” Sala, who had been at Nantes
since 2015 and had scored 13 goals in all competitions
this season, had signed a three-and-a-half-year con-
tract with relegation-threatened Cardiff subject to
receiving international clearance.

“We were very shocked upon hearing the news that
the plane had gone missing. We expected Emiliano to
arrive last night into Cardiff and today was due to be
his first day with the team,” the Premier League club’s
executive director Ken Choo said in a statement. “We

continue to pray for positive news.” Cardiff called off a
training session planned for yesterday morning, while
Nantes have had their French Cup tie against third-tier
side Entente Sannois Saint-Gratien postponed from
today until Sunday. 

Meanwhile, Nantes fan group ‘A La Nantaise’
released a statement calling for supporters of Sala’s
former club to gather in the center of the city for a vigil
yesterday evening. “I still have hope, he is a fighter,”
said Nantes president Waldemar Kita in a tweet pub-
lished by the Ligue 1 club. When he put pen to paper at
relegation-threatened Cardiff on Saturday, Sala, who
also has Italian nationality, said in a statement: “I’m
very happy to be here. It gives me great pleasure and I
can’t wait to start training, meet my new team-mates
and get down to work. For me it feels special (to be the
club’s record signing). I have come here wanting to
work and to help my team-mates and the club.”

Sala’s last post on Instagram showed him surrounded
by players from Nantes. “La ultima ciao (the last good-
bye),” he wrote. The accident, if confirmed, comes only
three months after the Thai billionaire owner of
Leicester City football club died in a helicopter crash
that shocked the club and supporters around the world.
Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha and four others died on Oct
27 shortly after taking off from the pitch of the club’s
stadium in central England.

Sala began his footballing career at French club
Bordeaux, who he joined in 2010, and had loan spells at
other French clubs including Orleans, Niort and Caen.
He joined Nantes in 2015 for one million euros and
scored 42 Ligue 1 goals in three and a half seasons at
the Stade de la Beaujoire. “He’s a very likeable lad, very
hard working,” his coach at Nantes, Vahid Halilhodzic,
said of Sala recently. — AFP 

Cardiff striker 
Sala feared...

BETHLEHEM: The Palestinian Authority will refuse
all US government aid for fear of lawsuits over
alleged support for terrorism, officials said yester-
day, throwing into doubt the future of security coor-
dination and projects already under way. Senior offi-
cial Saeb Erekat said the Palestinians had demanded
all funding stop at the end of January for fear they
would expose themselves to costly lawsuits under
the US Anti-Terrorism Clarification Act (ATCA)
which is about to come into force.

“The government sent an official letter to the US
administration requesting it stop all aid to the
Palestinian Authority, including assistance to the
Palestinian security services,” Erekat told AFP. He
said the main reason for the move was the ATCA
legislation. The legislation passed by the US
Congress last year stipulates that foreign organiza-
tions that receive certain types of US funding be
subject to American counterterrorism laws.

Families of American victims of past Palestinian
attacks have pledged to sue the Palestinian
Authority over their alleged support for violence.
Israeli and US officials regularly accuse the PA of
encouraging violence by providing funds to the fam-
ilies of prisoners or those killed while carrying out
attacks against Israelis. The PA says the payments

are a form of welfare to the families who have lost
their main breadwinner and denies it is seeking to
encourage violence. Many Palestinians also view
prisoners and those killed while carrying out attacks
as heroes in their conflict with Israel. Palestinian
leaders often venerate them as martyrs.

US President Donald Trump had already pledged
to cut almost all humanitarian aid to the Palestinians,
who froze contact with the White House after its
declaration of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital in Dec
2017. Palestinian leaders accuse Trump of seeking to
blackmail them into accepting the terms of a peace
plan his administration has been working on that they
believe will be blatantly biased in favor of Israel.

Due to the Palestinians’ decision to refuse
remaining aid, the planned expansion of a school
near Bethlehem will now not be completed, while
infrastructure projects in Jericho and other towns
will also stop. The US also is scheduled to provide
$35 million in annual support for the Palestinian
security services in the coming years, including to
help security coordination with Israel that Israeli
officials say is crucial for maintaining calm in the
occupied West Bank. This funding had not been cut
off by the US government but will now cease. 

A US official confirmed yesterday the United
States was “working through” the potential impact of
ATCA and had “taken steps to wind down certain
projects and programs in the West Bank and Gaza”.
Erekat played down the ending of US funding, saying
it would “not impact on the role of the security serv-
ices”. However, a senior Palestinian security official
told AFP the impact could be significant. They were
searching for new sources of funding in Europe and
elsewhere, the official said, speaking on condition of
anonymity. A handful of US contractors working to
support the security services have already left the
Palestinian territories, he added.—AFP

In Iraq, political wrangling 
spawns debate on US troops 

BAGHDAD: From the halls of parliament to the light-
ning-fast rumor mills of social media, pro-Iran factions
are demanding US troops withdraw from Iraq in a chal-
lenge to the country’s fragile government. The political
wrangling is another indication of Iraq’s precarious
position as it tries to balance ties between two key allies
- the United States and the Islamic republic of Iran.
Calls for a US pullout have intensified since President
Donald Trump’s shock decision last month to pull troops
from neighboring Syria, while keeping American forces
in Iraq. In recent weeks, pro-Iran parties have organized
protests to demand an accelerated US troop withdrawal
while affiliated media outlets published footage of
alleged US reinforcements in Iraq’s restive west and
north. The debate is heating up in parliament as well.
Last week a lawmaker demanded Prime Minister Adel
Abdel Mahdi provide a written explanation for the
ongoing US military presence in Iraq and a timeframe
for their stay.

MPs are also drafting a law that would set a deadline
for a US withdrawal, according to Mahmud Al-Rubaie of
the Sadiqun bloc, one of the political groups working on
the text. “We categorically reject the presence of foreign
troops in Iraq,” Rubaie told AFP. But rather than a gen-
uine, popularly-driven desire for a US withdrawal, the
draft is part of the wider race for influence between
Washington and Tehran, analysts said. “This talk is part
of the power struggle between the US and Iran,” said
Iraqi security expert Hashem Al-Hashemi. Tensions
between the two countries have intensified since the US
pulled out of the landmark 2015 nuclear accord negotiat-
ed with Iran in May last year, and observers fear they
could destabilize Iraq.

Between Iraq and a hard place
American troop numbers in Iraq peaked at some

170,000 during the battle against Al-Qaeda and other
insurgents that followed the US-led invasion of 2003.
Trump’s predecessor Barack Obama ordered a with-
drawal that was completed in 2011, but troops were

redeployed in 2014 under a US-led coalition battling
the Islamic State group. In Dec 2017, Iraq announced it
had defeated IS. Since then the number of foreign
coalition troops has dropped from nearly 11,000 in
January 2018 to 8,000 by December last year, accord-
ing to the prime minister.

Coalition spokesman Sean Ryan says there are 5,200
US soldiers now stationed alongside Iraqi forces in vari-
ous bases across the country. Their presence angers the
Hashed Al-Shaabi, a paramilitary force that is dominated
by pro-Iran factions which played a key role alongside
government forces in the fight against IS. “The US has
banned the Hashed from coming near the military bases
where its troops are stationed,” said Hashemi. “So the
Hashed is now adopting a reciprocal policy,” he said, by
pushing for a US withdrawal.  

Weakening Iraq’s PM 
Trump’s surprise Christmas visit to troops stationed in

western Iraq has added fuel to the fire. Pro-Iran parties
seized on the fact that he did not meet with Iraqi officials
to slam the visit as insulting and a violation of Iraq’s sov-
ereignty. Renad Mansour, a researcher at the London-
based Chatham House, told AFP the revived debate over
US troops was likely a swipe at Abdel Mahdi by hardline
pro-Iran factions. “If Adel Abdel Mahdi fails in removing
the US troops, his opponents will of course use it to
make him seem weak, just as they used the fact that
Trump didn’t meet with him when he came,” he said.

Iraqis, meanwhile, are more concerned with stagger-
ing unemployment, power cuts, and a political crisis that
has left key ministries unmanned for months. Very few
showed up Friday at protests in Baghdad demanding an
American pullout, while hundreds turned out for demon-
strations in the south of the country to protest a lack of
public services. “If Abdel Mahdi is unable to deliver
services or jobs or water, or pick a defense or interior
minister, then he has way bigger problems,” said
Mansour. “If he succeeds in delivering in services, no one
will care about US forces.” — AFP 

BAGHDAD: A double-decker bus passes through Al-Rassafi Square in central Baghdad on Monday. — AFP 
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